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SEPTEMBER 2017 A Fond Farewell
In 1975 Julie and I married in St Nicholas’ Church in
Newbury Berkshire, we had many a young friend
during this time, those friends were members of  the
Sealed Knot Society.

Not knowing much about the Society, we as a
married couple went along to Sudeley Castle in 1976
to watch our friends who were then in St John Boyes
Company, Co was Bill Annett’s  and of course the
well-known Skippon’s Regiment ran by Roger Holt,
those of you of many years will know these names.

I thought I was going to watch, but within minutes of
arriving, I had been transferred from a civilian into a
Pike man. On to the field I went, and from that point
on things were never the same again.

Rising through the ranks of St John Boye’s Company,
later the Earl of Rivers Regiment I went from
Corporal of Pike to Major of Pike and finally taken
over from our beloved Bill as Co of the Earl of
Rivers Regiment. All my promotions were given to
me by the late Brigadier Peter Young. No higher
honour than this.

On finally standing down as CO of Earl of Rivers
Regiment, it comprised of sixty pike, nineteen
muskets, two cannon and ten water carriers. A great
time.

It was at this point I was asked to join the Royalist
Staff. The Chief of Staff at this time is the great John
Moore, and there is not a better teacher you could
have asked for.

After many years with the Staff, it was time for a new
Lord General and Steve Langan put his name
forward for the election. With great news Steve
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Langan won.  It was at this point Steve asked if
I would be his Chief of Staff, in which I had the
great honour to accept.

Once again what a great time I had, Steve
again was a great teacher, I learnt many things
from him. The best one Whisky!!!!!! Again I
worked my way up and was promoted by
Steve to the current Position of Col General.

Again, when Steve stepped down as LG, Kevin
Westwood became our new Lord General. I
then continued on with Kevin as Chief of Staff
for a short term as I felt it was time for me to
stand down and start with something new.

Having only just stood down, and having been
invited to join a new group called Gordon’s,
that Steve Langan had been working on for
some time, I arrived at a new muster, and was
keen to join, as both myself and Julie walked
over, there was a circle of people with Steve
Langan in the middle, at that exact point he
said “all those in favour say Aye”, in which
they all put up their hands. To Julie’s dismay I
walked into being Steve’s Adjutant. Talk about
being set up……

Having worked along Steve for some years
building up a great Regiment, circumstances
changed for Steve, as he had to stand down as
CO of Gordon’s. At this point because of my
experiences over the years, it was agreed that
I should continue as CO.

From the start it was my total commitment to
make sure that I continued Steve’s passion for
this Regiment to be moved forward and grow.

At this time the whole Brigade was having
certain political problems with a smaller break
away unit from the Scots Brigade, this took us
some time to sort out.

Once we had sorted out the problems, my
personal target was to make sure that the
Regiment and the Brigade became one.

Over the past few years, feel that I have
achieved my goal, as we are now one, and I
have had the most felt achievement and
along the way most fun you can imagine.
Now is the time for me to pass on a great
and successful Regiment to Nick, who I am
sure will take you on to your next journey.

Yours in the cause
Col Gen Digger Blissett
CO Gordons Regiment. (Scots Brigade).

“By courage not craft”
I have had the pleasure and honour to serve under
Digger for the duration of his tenure as Gordon's
C.O. He has been a most gracious and honourable
leader, much loved by all of us and an excellent
example of a good Commanding Officer; caring for
his men first, before everything else.

As with all change there can be a shift in dynamics
with personalities and aspirations that can quickly
erode the fragile thing that is esprit du corp among
men. It is a testament to the strength of leadership
and respect to which Digger is held, both within
Gordon's and the Brigade, that the regiment he
hands to me is as strong and thriving as ever.

Digger has been an excellent example to me, and I
know will be a most valued mentor who I am very
privileged to have supporting me.

Both on a personal level and on behalf of the
Regiment, I thank you.    Nick

A Fond Farewell CONTINUED

Congratulations to Digger too on receipt of
the Armie of Parliment's Dunbar medal for
services on and off the battlefield.
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It is with great pleasure that I have taken on the honour of
leading my fellow Gordon's into the  future, to even greater glory
and infamy.  And what an inspiring legacy I have to follow. From
my first muster with Gordon's at the glorious spectacle we made
at Blenheim Palace, under Steve Langan our erstwhile
Commanding Officer and Founder, through to the epic and most
fitting send off at Scampston Hall for Digger in his last muster as
C.O.

We have always been a regiment with a passion to fight hard and
fair on the field, and have the best of times together off it with all
our friends both in the Scots brigade and in other regiments.
Gordon's and the Scots Brigade are something very special both
on the field and off it. The respect and friendship we receive from
other members of the society is something hard earned, and has
been hard fought for over many years, both by its leaders and
fellow members.  It is a great privilege to be a member, a
privilege that should never be taken lightly, or forgotten.

As the 2017 season closes on a high after the fantastic event and
turn out we had at Scampston Hall for August Bank (Edgehill is
still a few weeks away at time of writing), we can look forward to
the 2018 season with eager anticipation.

At Scampston, Gordon's fielded 11 muskets on the first day and 8
on the second, making up our own fine Gordon's wing of shotte
with our German friends, the Musketiere. Gordon's Pike made up
8 of the Scots brigade pike block on both days, including three
newbies Jack, Steve, and Becca. We were driven on by the
rousing beat of our 3 drummers and colour, and most ably led
and inspired by the Scots own Glorious Leader Kevin, Steve his
2iC, and Digger our own CO. That turn out, but most
importantly the passion and pride we fought with on the field,
my fellow Gordon's, is our benchmark for 2018.

From a personal perspective the word that I associate with
Gordon's  Regiment is quality, and that is something I will be
pushing to maintain and improve on;

· Quality kit
· Quality performance
· Quality people.

I am very much looking forward to working on these three pillars
with our members through the winter and into next season.

We've got Edgehill in September to finish the season off for those
who can make it, a fun social planned in November on the
Saturday evening of TORM, the possibility of a Scots Brigade
Banquet (details tbc) and the madness that is Nantwich following
on fast after New Year.

The futures bright, but not our plaid.
Your proud Commanding Officer ,
Nick 'Quality and Probation' Proudman

Snapshot Profile

Introducing The New C.O.

Name:                 Nick Proudman

Arm of service:       Pike

Years in SK: 8
(3 seasons in
Skiptons late
80's/early 90s)

Years in Gordon's: 5

Additional info:
Married to Purdie; lives in Ashorne,
Warwickshire
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Reflections From The Sidelines

Well Folks it’s renewal time again!! Why not try to join on-line? It’s very easy!

What to do:
1) Log on to the Sealed Knot website. If you can’t log in, request new log in details, they will come quickly.
2) When you login go to the members section and click on Documents and go down to the Online Renewal Guide

and follow instructions.
3) You will be asked to register with skmembership.wildapricot.org and when you click on this link you will be asked

for a new log in for this site, unfortunately the 2 sites are not linked.
4) You will receive an email confirmation and when you login, your details will already be on this system. You can

then make any changes to you membership status (add, remove those included, update etc)
5) Just follow this guide and it will give you options on how to pay.

It sounds very complicated but I did all this in around 10 mins and I’m not that great!!
Please try and do this as it saves me, Hugh and yourself a lot of bother. I will still forward any paper renewals I have
received to date, but PLEASE remember to include a SAE! I have never claimed any expenses to date for postage
from the Regiment so it comes out my pocket folks!!!!

Our Bavarian contingent should contact Colette if they have problems. If not contact me direct.
gordonsadjutant@hotmail.co.uk

Aw the best Globags

more than enough enthusiasm from the new intakes
to compensate. It's great to see uniform worn as
clothes and not "kit". It looks so much better when
it looks like you live in it. It would be good to see
more equipment around the edges, such as oil
bottles, prickers, "full" snapsacks etc so we can
develop that campaign look.

Although promised this year we should check guns
and swords on a regular basis and use the drill
book. We didn't get it printed to sit on a shelf.

We should seriously consider making more of an
effort to use Living History as part of our display
and as a means of recruiting at musters. Tod,
Sharkie et al can only do so much. We have canvas
but need storage and transport.

Overall though, we are going from strength to
strength, both as a regiment and a part of the Scots
Brigade. Let's keep it that way.

Paul Sturman

Adjutant's Corner

Most of you will know why Mary and I have not
attended musters this season, hopefully next year
will be different. It has however given me a chance
to look at the Regiment from outside, relying on
CoTN, Facebook and e-mail and I must say the a
Regiment looks very healthy. Numbers are
increasing, there are pikemen appearing from all
over the place and the affection and respect we
have from within the SK has to be seen to be
believed.

Digger has handed over to Nick who has the
makings of a great CO and communicator. I know
Digger will be the first to admit he's best
communicating face to face. Karen has taken over
from me as editor of CoTN and given our
newsletter a much needed facelift.

The standards set down when Steve reformed
Gordon's are still being applied with the intention of
allowing Gordon's to stand comparison with any
group of reenactors. We are seeing some of the
older (in time not age) members limiting the events
they attend which is a shame as they did form the
backbone of the Regiment. Nevertheless there is

From all of us in Gordon's and the Brigade, we
send you our best wishes for a full recovery Paul!
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Regimental News

Gordon of the Year

We are delighted to introduce to the Regiment
new members whom decided to join our ranks.

Red Ribbons New Arrivals
At the ABH, it was with pleasure that Digger
confirmed the following members as having
successfully passed their one year probation and, with
the awarding of their red silk ribbon, inducted them as
fully-fledged members of William Gordon's Regiment
of Foote.  Huzzah!

The Alistair Banntock Commemorative Cup for Gordon of the
Year 2017 was awarded at Scampston Hall to Dayle and Tony
Johnson.

Since joining the Regiment a year ago, Tony & Dayle have been a
recruiting force to be reckoned with as well as bringing much fun,
humour and camaraderie both on and off the field.  The
recognition as Gordons of the Year is well deserved by both.

"Dayle and I would like to say a massive THANK YOU to all our friends
in Gordon`s for really making our season. The presentation of our
Regimental ribbons was indeed a very proud moment for us all. The fact
that Digger and the officers deemed Dayle and I worthy of the CO`s
trophy really blew us away, we are indeed very humbled by this award.
We absolutely love being part of our regiment and thank you all once
again for making our whole family feel most welcome from day one."

Tony Johnson

Congratulations to:

Steve Kosak
Dayle Johnson
Tony Johnson
Adam Lee Fowler
Lillie Ivy Fowler
Katie Stockdale
Lesley 'Basher' Bunton
Jack Bunton
Purdie Proudman
Hubert Strauss
Florian Strauss
Tim Worrall
Fiona Worrall

Honorary member:
Keith Jones

Also joining us at the beginning of the 2018 season
(Nantwich) are Kat Brown, Greg Hamilton,
Anton, Andy Plummer (pike) and Lucinda
Morrison (pike).

Welcome to you all.  For everyone else, that's nine
new members to bring on and help through their
probation!

Nick

Welcome to James
Stubbs who "only came
to watch" and now has 3
(soon-to-be 4) musters
under his belt and has
taken to the field and the
social scene like a
seasoned old pro!

Becca, Steve and Jack
some of you met at
Scampston Hall and they're
still coming back!!
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Frontline Despatches
Newark  22-23 July

Returning to Newark for the second Major of the 2017
season, saw the Scots hamming it up on the first day of
battle as the bumbling militia of Rutland.

As Rutlanders sheer chaos ensued on the field - facing the
wrong direction to fire, firing on own our side, not being
sure which side we were even on (though tbf, not sure if
this was as a result of Rutland or just bad comms) and just
general confusion and haphazzardness.  The identity of
Rutland is beginning to really take hold and a lot of fun ios
to be had.

Day two, plaided up, was the opposite of the previous
day's shambles with Gordon's turning out with full battle
pride both in dress and attitude.  Well fought. Well
respected by the opposing troops.  Well done.

Worcester 29-30 July

To celebrate the re-opening of Worcester Commandery
after a revamp reflecting it's Civil War heritage,  members
from the Scots Brigade turned out to help portray the end
of the 1646 siege.

Secured by Rusty Aldwinkle in her capacity as SK Board
rep on the Battle of Worcester Partnership, there was a
military camp in the garden with cameos and Living History
inside the main property.  A small but prestigious event, it
was enjoyed thoroughly by all those who attended.
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Frontline Despatches

Thirlestane Castle, 24-25 June

Set in the beautiful surroundings of Thirlestane Castle, Lauder in the Scottish Borders, our Scots Brigade own
muster was a cracking event and well supported so thank you!  Living History and displays were the order of the
day and of course at night (when the daylight finally receded!) were spent in typical Scots Brigade fashion with a
wee dram or two.  A big thank you to Nikki Shaw and Mike Netten for organising this event - we've even
managed to recruit some locals as a result too.
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Frontline Despatches

ISSUE 56

AUGUST BANK HOLIDAY
Scampston Hall, Malton, Yorks
26-28 August

ABH is always that one muster of the year that somehow
always yields more anticipation, more excitement and
heaven-knows how but more alcohol than other events in
the seasonal calendar too.

Further north than we've been for a long time for a major
muster, the turn out was superb both as a Regiment and a
Brigade and the weekend didn't disappoint.

Joined by our dear friends the Musketiere, the weekend
was hard fought and hard partied.  With the Scots
positioned crowd-side on both days, there have been
really excellent photos taken that shows off our fighting
prowess brilliantly:  thank you Rusty, Tim, Jack and Steve.
Other exciting battle news is that the Scots fielded our
very own Pike Block - Gordon's making up no less than 8
of the 12!  Huzzah!

We drilled, we practiced sword and drum, we paraded
not once but twice [well some more crawled - Ed] once
for each Armie and it was early too! We welcomed new
members, rewarded existing ones, wiped a tear as Digger
handed over the Colours to Nick, had the Brigade AGM,
and then...and then there was the social side...

German Night Friday with Saturday seeing the annual
Cocktail Party with a Christmas/Nightmare Before theme
- which incidentally, at no point was actually promoted as
fancy dress!!  Suffice is to say there was a fair amount of
carnage!
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Living History
CAMPSIDE COMMUNICATIONS

ISSUE 56

The Living History Camp tends to be open all day and that
is where we will recruit from. At Scamptson Hall for
example, on both days I had groups of 40 -50 in front of
my tent at times and ended up talking for nearly 2 hours at
one point (that's a record even for me!).

Being the only Highland unit has a great advantage as it
catches the public interest from a distance and they then
come over to find out more.  This is ideal for recruitment
and I gave out a few of the new flyers to people who
seemed keen to find out more.

I've been doing the living history thing for 20 years and its
not as scary as you might think. There are a few things to
keep in mind:
· Make sure your kit is as accurate as possible, our kit

regs were designed with this in mind so make sure you
dress within our rules and you are already off on a
flyer as the public love our kit.

· Don't be what I call an Awning Troll. Living History can
be exhausting but don't sit about ignoring the public
and taking amongst yourselves, the public will watch
you but tend to wait for you to engage them, they
aren't interested in last nights TV or who won the
football they want you to tell them about your kit,
weapons, re-enactment life, history and everything
related to what we do. They really are interested!

· Bring something down to the camp to do. Bring your
swords and do some practice I guarantee you will get a
crowd. I can bring ropes and pins to make an arena (I
would assume we must do this as it'll be in the risk
assessments and stops the public being clobbered by a
stray blade). It's not all about clangs and bangs though
and the public want to know about Highland life, they
want you to explain about how the kit was made, what
people ate, what family life was like and how the
people lived. So ladies bring down your sewing, dyeing
or what ever else you are good at or just bring
yourselves and tell them about why you re-enact
either as a women or a man. Don't make things up and
if you don't know say so.

I'm happy to help anyone. I don't know everything but
nearly 40 years of research means I can at least point you
in the right direction. I have a spare awning that you can
use (ask me to bring it in advance).  Sharky & Debbie
Fisher and Stumpy & Kim can also help you.

Tod Booth

Additional words from your CO:
Living History is a key part of what we do as a
society and a regiment and something that
needs to be supported as best we can.
Something easily overlooked by those excited
by the heat and draw of battle is that most (if
not all) sponsors of our events are looking for
a permanent presence that will engage the
public throughout the day . The grand
spectacle of the battle is the icing on the cake,
Living History - the bread and meat.  In 2018, I
would like to see more support for our LH
team and more presence from the plastic
campers please!
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A DAY IN THE LIFE OF.... an Officer

Officers - a brief history
Before the Civil War, there was no regular standing army -
just a few trained bands.  So it was left to the Gentry to
raise local troops on demand for a specific purpose. At
the start of the Civil War, joining the local troop was on a
voluntary basis but by the end of the war, conscription had
been introduced by each Armie and was unanimously
hated by both sides.

A solider with military experience - usually gained  from
the wars in Europe (specifically the Spanish and Dutch) -
was highly prized. Traditionally however, officers would
have come from Aristocracy and paid for their rank.
These inexperienced noblemen often heading up their own
regiments therefore employed 'professionals' to act as
their advisors to help overcome their own lack of military
prowess.

As members of the gentry, one of the things they did have
going for them was wealth.  The aristocratic officers were
expected to pay to kit out their raised troops with clothing
and weaponry.  The storage of powder and weapons would
also be undertaken by the manor house, or if in a town, in
the powered magazine and armoury.

The role of an Officer, then as now, is to evoke authority;
give orders; to motivate; and lead from the front.  A good
Officer commands respect (though that is often tinged with
fear too) and is a figure whom, dependant upon their own
aptitude, can either save a man's life or send him to his death!

There are many roles within a Regiment.  The purpose of this
 'A Day In The Life of' feature is to showcase specific roles.

ISSUE 56

No of Officers in Scots Brigade:
The Scots Brigade is overseen by a Brigade Commander
(BC).  Each of the four Scots' Regiments are led by a
Commanding Officer (CO).  The CO is often supported by
a 2iC and an Adjutant both on and off the field. Each 'block'
of musket and pike will also have at least one Officer each.
Drums and Colours will also usually have at least one Officer
amongst them.  There is no limit to the number of Officers
that can be appointed within any one Regiment but obvious
it makes sense for the foote to outweigh them.

Special skills or training required:
In the past, training of Officers would have occurred
through war veterans passing on their knowledge in a
mentoring system.  More often than not however, training
was gained 'on the hoof'.  A trained officer was a highly
prized man to have at your disposal.

In the SK, it's not much different - there is no formal training
process as such.  Our Officers earn their positions by passing
through successive ranks, learning on the way with the
support of fellow Officers.  As ranks are awarded on merit,
potentially any member can rise to become a CO or even
LG if they so desire.

Much like a real army, the SK employ a hierarchy of ranks:
Corporal, Sergeant, Elder Sergeant, Lieutenant, Captain,
Major, Sergeant Major, General, General Colonel before the
top job of Lord General.   A Regimental CO can be
appointed to anyone achieving the rank of Lieutenant
upwards.  The hierarchy and succession apply to both
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Where Found:
i) In troop line-up:  Senior Officers (BC, CO) will be at the head of

the troops either on foot or horseback.  They are followed by the
Colours, Drums then musket/pike blocks.  The Officer
(Sergeant/Corporal) for each block, will be positioned in the front
row in the right-hand corner.

ii) On field: Senior Officers will be to the right of the blocks issuing
orders.  Other Officers hold their position within the foote layout.

iii) Off the field: Before every battle, Senior Officers have to attend
an on site 'field briefing'.  This is to ensure that the day's script is
known and can be stuck to as much as possible.  However it
should be noted that during battle, the LG for either side can
recommend changes to the script and send a 'runner' to each
Senior Officer to relay the new instructions which then will be
implemented by the respective Senior Officers in situ.

After a battle, Senior Officers will often have a de-brief when
points about the battle good and bad are fed back to the LG of
each Armie.

iv) Outside of musters:
Senior Officers spend a good deal of personal time attending
meetings and briefings outside of an event.  This can range from
individual briefings to Regimental meetings, Health & Safety
presentations as well as the annual Army Council.  In addition, a
CO will devote a lot of time to behind-the-scenes activities to
ensure the successful running of the Regiment.

Cost of kit (excluding standard clothing):

Please note that the following costs are approximate for basic level kit.
Costs vary dependant upon supplier so the ones quoted below are
intended as a guideline only.

· Clothing:  An Officer is a gentlemen and so wears more
distinguished clothes than those of his troops.  The wealthier
the gentlemen, the more refined his clothes.  A Senior Officer
would typically look to spend £300-£1000 on their basic
clothes of breeches, doublet and shirt.  Fine lace collars are
usually added to the outfit.

· Silk Sash:  £40+  This is the Officers ID.  Royalists tend to wear
reds with Pailiment opting for Orange, brown or blue.

· Gauntlets:  £60-70 for fine calves leather
· Bucket boots:  £250-£300 + £50 for lace bucket tops
· Hat:  £70 felt hat (English but Scots did wear too)

£40 dark blue/navy Scots bonnet
· Gourget*:  £100+ *An armoured neckpiece worn over the doublet but

under the lace collar.

· Armour (optional):  £150-250  consists of back and breast plate
· Sword:  £200+
· Halberd:  £100-ish This is a a two handed pole weapon.  Can

be bought 'off the shelf' but a lot of Officers will  commission
them especially.

If there is anything in this article which is incorrect or misrepresented, or if you feel anything of importance has been omitted,
please email the Editor who will happily revise the document.

an Officer
A DAY IN THE LIFE OF....

Contribution by Digger Blissett, out-going Gordon's CO

ISSUE 56

Officers far left and centre during battle holding pointy sticks and shouting

L-R  Gordon's Commander In Chief, Scots Brigade Commander, Gordon's
outgoing C.O. in highland officer's attire

Example of fine lace collar work.  Commissioned after an original featured in a
Dutch painting of the era.



In their 15th August edition, Women's Weekly featured an article on
unusual hobbies.  Our very own Fiona Worrall had managed to secure
editorial space about her role in the SK.  With a readership circulation of
276,000, this is excellent exposure.  Well done Fee!
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Editorial News
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Most of COTN is now self-generating but I could
still use your input!  If you're not sure what might
be needed I can talk you through it.  Additionally, if
you're not that confident about writing, I can also
help you craft a submission.

Send pieces to me in Word format/pics in jpg.

          Thanking you kindly,
          Karen, COTN Editor

A quick reminder of the editorial features you can
help with:
· Pass The Quill
· On The Doorstep: historical places local to

you/you've visited when out and about
· Bookshelf recommendations
· Articles of interest
· Writing up battle despatches
· Notices
· Photos



Oxford has a rich history.  For hundreds of years it has
been a place of influence and culture.  It's not surprising
then it too played a significant role during the Civil War.
From billeting Charles's armie and acting as the nation's
capital complete with the royal mint, Oxford has it's fair
share of Civil War stories.

There are therefore a number of places of interest within
the city and surrounding area to visit in connection to the
Civil War.  For this article however, attention is drawn to
the house where Cromwell and some his cronies stayed
whilst negotiating the final surrender of Oxford in
May/June 1646.

Situated just 4 miles from of Oxford city centre on the
way to the village of Marston, the house is also rather
conveniently located en route to a public house
establishment named The Victoria Arms.

Said pub is most pleasant and located on the banks of the
Cherwell river.  In one of the public rooms, it has some
SK memorabilia as the landlord is a former SK member so
you can be assured of a warm welcome should you find
yourself in the vicinity and needing to quench your thirst.
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On the Doorstep
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Where have you been?  What have you seen?  Share it with us!

Former C.O. and founder
Steve Langan explains:

Well, we had various
suggestions from ponderous
Latin traditional names to the
downright unprintable…I
settled on this one because it
a) neatly summed up the
confident, nay ‘jaunty’
attitude I want us to display
as well as b) being the (late
18th century, I think) pipe
tune most associated with
The Gordon Highlanders….)

So now you know! A:  Mike Cannaby



With an ever-growing Regiment and people not always able to attend
every muster, it can get difficult to remember who is who.  In 'Pass The
Quill', each issue we will focus on different members of the Regiment in
this fun and lighthearted way of getting to know more about our fellow
Gordon's.

In addition to the standard overview, each person will be asked to
randomly answer 10 questions from a selection of 25, which will be
shared here.
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Pass the Quill: CLAN WARREN

Name:  'Dancing' Dave, Kelly, Caitlin and Connor

Occupation in SK:     Musketeer (D),   Civilian (K),   Child (Ca),   Water Carrier (Co)

No of years in SK:    21 (D)    40 (K)     13 (Ca)       16 (Co)

What got you into SK?: Kelly was brought up in the SK. Dave was introduced to SK through Kelly.
Connor and Caitlin born into it and carrying on the family tradition.

Additional info:              Julie and Digger are Kelly's parents/Caitlin & Connor's grandparents.
Clan Dudley are relations too!  Live in Newbury, Berkshire.

Choose 3 ultimate dinner guests (dead or alive)

K&D: Robin Williams Co: Keith Ledger

Who is your hero/ine?
K: My Dad, Digger Co: Keith Ledger

Favourite drink?
K: Gin D: Ale Co: Cloudy Apple J Ca: OJ

As a kid, what did you want to be when you grew up?
K: Mechanic     Co: Paleontologist   Ca: Photographer

What would you theme tune be?
All:  The Simpsons!!

Morning lark or Night owl?
All: Night owl

What superpower would you choose?
Mind reading / telepathy

Ocean, Mountain or Forest?
K: Ocean D & Co:  Mountain

What is your favourite saying?
D: It is what it is.   K: What will be will be
Ca:  In a minute.

Are you normally early, on time or late?
All: Late!

Clan Warren's Random Q&A

ISSUE 56
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Pass the Quill: THE HANNOCKS

Choose 3 ultimate dinner guests (dead or alive)

E:  Aiden Turner S:  Stephen Fry

Last book or film watched:
Both: Game of Thrones

Sunrise or sunset?
E:  Sunset S:  Sunrise

Favourite drink?
E:  Pina Colada S: Cider

What would you last meal be?
E:  Chocolate S:  Sausage

Most memorable muster?
E:  Holdenby [no reason given]

Name something you have never done but have always
wanted to:
S:  Fly a plane

What's the craziest thing you have ever done?
E:  Swam with whale sharks

Morning lark or Night owl?
S:   Morning lark

Ocean, Forest or Mountain?
E:  Ocean

What makes you happiest?
E:  Friends

If aliens exist and we could communicate with them,
what would you message be?
E:  Hi S:  Hello

How long could you stand on one leg for?
E:  How long do you want? S:  2 seconds

The Hannock's Random Q&A

ISSUE 56

If you had a warning label, what would it be?
S:  Keep off the grass

What's the best piece of advice you've been given?
S:  Don't come here

'Pass the Quill'
participants

Simply download the 'Pass the Quill' form from
the Gordon's Members area and send the
completed form to Karen. Don't be shy, we've
got a whole Regiment still to get through!

Download:
www.skscotsbrigade.org.uk/Members/Gordons
Password: Whisky [no E]

Send to:
karenpoffley@hotmail.com

Name:   Edina and Steve

Occupation in SK:     Musketeer [both]

No of years in SK:    9 [both]

What got you into SK?: Friends Melvyn and Linda Helsey

Additional info:              Both are also part of a Napoleonic Regiment.
Other past times include archaeology and motorbikes.
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WEBSITE REMINDER

Noticeboard

To those attending TORM
11-12 November, you are cordially
invited to a dinner in Leamington Spa.

We have space for 40 people for a sit down
3-course meal (no fish), which is offered to
Scots Brigade in the first instance, and will
open it up to friends if we have space.  So far
25 spaces already taken!

Where:
Tigris is a Turkish restaurant in the town who
have offered us a night of Turkish
entertainment and fun!
http://tasteleamington.com/project/tigris/

When: Saturday 11th November,
           food from 7pm

How much: £20 a head
                   to be paid in cash on arrival

Sleeps: use Google, there is a Holiday Inn,
Premier Inn, Travel Lodge etc., all within
walking distance. We have camping space at
our house for those brave enough for
November outdoors!

RSVP to me (first come first served).
purdieanddoyle@yahoo.com or via FB

Much love, Purdie X

If you're in need of any leather work, don't
forget that our own Tod Booth supplies a
whole host of leather items and more through
his company Foxblade Trading - plus he offers
a discount to fellow Gordon's!
Check out his full range of goods.Foxblade-Trading-and-Re-enactment-Shoes

E. foxbladeshoes@outlook.com
T. 01280 702421 www.foxblade.co.uk

In case you missed the announcement on
Facebook, the new Scots Brigade website
has gone LIVE!

There is also a members-only area.
Password is Whisky  [note no E].

The members area has a bounty of general
information such as key contacts within the
Brigade, list of suppliers, kit lists, recruitment
material downloads and more.

Additionally, there is a specific Gordon's
area where you will find recent copies of
COTN and much more!

Do go and have a have a look.
www.skscotsbrigade.org.uk

Any amends or additions, please send to me.
(contact details are listed at the back of COTN and posted
in the members area).

Thanks, Karen

A big thank you to Tony
Johnson for the kind donation
of a full professional medical
kit including a defibrillator,
coutesy of his company TJ
Training Ltd!  Sadly, not quite
enough saline drips to go
around lol
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Contact Info

Next Issue due: Dec 2017
Photographs courtesy of Rusty Aldwinkle, Tim Worrall,
Jack Bunton and Simon Todd. Apologies to anyone I've
pilftered from and missed off the list.

www.skscotsbrigade.org.uk

E. 1. gordonsadjutant@hotmail.co.uk
    2. hello@skscotsbrigade.org.uk

     1. William Gordon's Regiment of Foote (closed group)
     2. The Scots Brigade (closed group)
     3. Friends of the Scots Brigade (open group)

C.O.: Nick Proudman
T. 07956 715072
E. nproudman@yahoo.co.uk

Adjutent: Gloria Holmes
T. 01255677355 or 07718 891228
E. gordonsadjutant@hotmail.co.uk

COTN Editor: Karen Poffley
T. 07786 907727
E. karenpoffley@hotmail.com

Any suggestions for feature articles and photographs
greatly received.  Submit to Editor by 25th November

Dates for Diary

1:  Plaid   (Highland)
2:  Trews (Scots)
3: Greys   (English/Militia)

DATE(S) EVENT KITTYPE

ock o' theC orthN

Quoteth of the daye

2017
B         22 - 24 Sept        Edgehill                       Major to celebrate the 375th anniversary

M/O    10-12 Nov TORM Ryton on Dunsmore                                                    civvies

M/O    11 Nov Post-TORM dinner Leamington Spa - see details on page 16                        civvies

2018
M         February tbc       Scots Banquet              In discussion.  Nikki Shaw arranging.
                                                                        Details will be released once confirmed

M         March tbc           Gordon's Hoolie          Midlands area like before tbc. Globags arranging.
Details will be released once confirmed

R&B     28-29 Jul             Thirlestane Castle        They want us back!!  Full support please!                        1,2

R/B       4-5 Aug             Ulverston mini             Mini in Lake District in negotiation.
Timed to follow Thirlestane so an event to do the
following weekend on way home for those wishing
to make more of a holiday.

Full warning orders in Orders of the Day or on the SK website
Check Gordon's Facebook page for updates or additional notes
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DETAILS

R:  Regimental Event.  Maximum attendance please
B:  Brigade Event. Support whenever possible
O: Optional.
M: Miscellaneous event.

NOTE:  As Gordon's are a Highland
regiment, number 1 kit of Plaid is to be worn
at every event, unless you are specifically
instructed to do otherwise.  Either the CO or
BCO will confirm prior to an event if there is
any change in the Plaid directive.

ISSUE 56

"Democracy is the power of equal votes
for unequal minds"

Charles I of England

1,2

3, field
1, beertent

posh kit

posh kit


